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INTRODUCTION
The foundation of a healthy society lies in good education. Education is one of the
key components for an individual’s success. It has the ability to shape one’s life in
the right direction.
Army Public School, Pune ensures imparting or acquiring knowledge, developing the
power of reasoning and judge
ement.
ment. It prepares oneself intellectually for mature life.
li It
improves not only the personal life of the students but also their community. Various
Co-Curricular
Curricular activities and in
in-depth
depth education bring about holistic development in
every student. Thus, the institute recognises the significance of education in a
student’s life and so it keeps working hard to prepare and empower them.
them
1.SCHOOL ACHIEVERS
CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION
Vivek TA of class XII C bagged the 2ndposition in ‘Best Presentation Category’
ategory’ of the
Science Communication Workshop which was organised by the Indian Institute of
Technology Bombay on 14th June and 15th June 2021

SECOND RUNNERS-UP
UP POSITION.
Anmol Raman of class XII H secured Second Runners-Up
Up position in the senior
category in Crossfire- The Annual Schools’ Debate Competition held on 22nd June
2021 organised by The Debating Society of Sri Ram College of Commerce. There
were 82 participants from across the country.
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SECOND POSITION
Aditya Singh Tomar of class X F participated in the Handmade Poster Competition
on the occasion of World Environment Day 2021, Handmade Poster Competition
organised by Sri Ram College of Engg and Mgmt, Haryana on 5th June 2021. He
bagged the second position and also received a mobile tripod stand.
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ACTIVITIES FOR THE MONTH
1. RIMC PREPARATION 2021
The preparatory classes for RIMC aspirants, for class VII, continued through the
month of June to provide orientation, guidance, learning and practice to prepare the
boys to compete the exam and qualify for selection in the Rashtriya Indian Military
College. The entrance exam which was originally scheduled on Jun 05 2021 will now
be held on 28th August 2021.
The teachers taught topics according to the syllabus to clarify any doubts and taught
techniques to do quick and easy calculation in Maths. Subjects such as GK, current
affairs, logical thinking exercises were addressed through available books and online
references. In English, emphasis was laid on formats of writing skills, grammar,
comprehension, using recommended publication for the entrance exam. In addition,
practice was done with previous exam papers and sample papers for all the subjects
Mode of instruction: Online, MS Teams.
Schedule of classes: Monday to Saturday, 10:30am -11:30 am during vacations.
From 21st June onwards- after teaching hours.
Details of Subject Schedule and teachers
Subject
Teacher
English
Mrs Supriya Shinde
General
Mrs Geetanjali Patil
Knowledge
Maths
Mrs Rajlakshmi

Schedule
Monday/ Tuesday
Wednesday/ Thursday
Friday/ Saturday

Preparation methods : .
Concept teaching and clarification : 30 min
Solving of worksheets /previous years question papers : 30min
Home work - Practice Worksheet
Total No of students Applied : 12
CLASS IN PROGRESS
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2. SAINIK SCHOOL COACHING
Interested students who are keen to join the Sainik school were given guidance and
were coached on alternate days for the following subjects:
• Tuesday - Maths
• Thursday - English
• Saturday - G.K
subject-wise
The focus of the one hour online class was to cover different concepts subject
with the help of PPTs, real life examples and fun activities. The exercises at the end
of the session were interactive and engaging. Students got individual attention and
their doubts were clarified so that they could score well in these exams. S
Study
material was shared with them and assignment
assignments were given for practice at home.

3.ORIENTATION
ORIENTATION FOR STD XI
A virtual orientation programme in two sessions for the provisionally admitted
students of std XI was conducted on 4th June 2021.Students and their parents were
formally congratulated and welcomed to the new academic
aca
session. Parents and
students were given an insight into the course curriculum and academic aspect of
the preferred course. They were told about the rules and regulations of the institute.
Parents were encouraged to participate in monitoring the performance and progress
of the students. 306/391 students attended the orientation
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4.. INTRODUCTORY SESSION FOR NDA ASPIRANTS.
A preliminary information session for the students of classes XI and XII (current
batch) was conducted by Col Vijay Kumar, Col Education,
Education Southern Command
Pune. He touched upon the important details regarding the dates of the entrance, the
eligibility criteria and also gave the students an overview of the entire procedure of
selection. Videos were included in the
t
presentation. He proposed
oposed tto conduct
workshops for small
mall groups of NDA aspirants as well in order to guide them
thoroughly. The workshop was conducted on 12th June from 12.40 pm to 1.20 pm.
79 students participated in the session.
5. WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
World Environment Day was celebrated virtually on 5th June to make students
aware of the fact that they play an extremely important role in caring for the
environment and preserving the Mother Earth in this consumer-oriented
consumer oriented world.
Online activities like slogan writing, bookmark making, drawing pictures, writing
poems, making eco
co friendly paper bags and tree plantation at their homes were done
by the children to mark the occasion.

6.. EXTRA CLASSES FOR STUDENTS
To keep up with the syllabus of classes 10th and 12th extra classes were held
from 7th June 2021 to18th June 2021
2021.
7. ONLINE INTERVIEWS FOR SELECTION OF TEACHERS
Online Interviews were held for the selection of teachers for PGT, TGT, PRT and
office staff- from 14th June 2021 to17th June 2021.
8. ONLINE FAREWELL FOR THE OUTGOING BATCH OF CLASS XII
To bid adieu to the outgoing batch of class XII an online farewell was organized. The
farewell was successfully conducted on 17th June 2021 and it was well appreciated.
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9. IN HOUSE TEACHERS’ TRAINING ONLINE WORKSHOPS.
In order to empower and enhance the teaching skills of teachers, a ten day
online workshop was organized. Some of the topics were:(a) Competency based learning
(b) Holistic personality development
(c) Multiple intelligence
(d) Stress Management
(e) Understanding classroom management.
The ten day online workshop was held from 7th June 2021 to 18th June 2021

10. INDIA INTERNATIONAL MOCK UNITED NATIONS- ORIENTATION MEET
An orientation meet was organised for the students of classes 7th -12th by IIMUN.
An overwhelming response was seen as 50 students joined the meeting. The
meeting organiser briefed the students about the concept of MUN, the various
committees and agendas they plan to debate upon, in the simulated UN conference.
Samiksha Mandal from class X has been made the campus ambassador for the
event.
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11. HOBBY CLASSES
To put the leisure time of the children to the best
st use possible, hobby classes were
carried out during the summer vacations for students of std I to V, to enhance their
creative skills.
Children enjoyed different activities sent online by the teachers which gave them a
space wherein they were free to act flexible and hone their creativity as per their
wish.
Art
1) For classes 1 and 2
• Drawing animals with basic mathematical skills
• Best out of waste (Art and Craft work)

2) For classes 3,4 and 5
• Warli painting
• Facial expression
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Music
• Learning the notes of the National Anthem and playing it on the Keyboard.

12.. FATHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS
The students of classes I to V celebrated Father’s Day virtually on 19th June with a
lot of zest. Students made, paper flower bouquets and cards and wrote messages of
thanksgiving in appreciation of the love of their father.

13. REOPENING OF THE SCHOOL AFTER SUMMER VACATION
Online classes resumed after summer break on 21st June. The teachers welcomed
the children for their journey towards joyous learning with bright and cheerful faces.
Meeting their friends online and participating in exciting discussions added fuel to
their energies for a sparkling start.
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14.. ORIENTATION FOR PARENTS OF NEW ADMISSIONS.
To familiarize the new students and their parents with the institution and to create a
welcoming and energetic atmosphere, an orientation was conducted by the teachers.
Parents
arents were made aware of all the rules and regulations and given information
about the functioning of the school.

GA DAY
15. INTERNATIONAL YOGA
International Yoga Day
ay was celebrated on 21st June to inculcate awareness of the
body, mind and spirit and to stimulate self-regulation
self regulation and physical fitness amongst
the children. Students performed various asanas along with their teachers and
worked towards improving their breathing and concentration.
concentratio The children promised
to integrate Yoga
oga as a part of their daily routine and physical fitness. Students from
classes I to XII enthusiastically practised Yogasanas. This mega event was held
virtually.
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16. ONLINE ORIENTATION OF TEACHING FACULTY
For smooth functioning of a successful session 2021-2022,
2022, teachers of classes I to
XII had an online orientation session. T
Teachers
eachers were briefed about the Standard
Operating Procedures. The meeting was chaired by the Principal. The orientation
was held on 22nd June 2021.
17. RESULT COMMITTEE FOR CLASS X
The class X result committee has uploaded the marks successfully. Class XII result
committee is in the process of compiling
compil
the result.
18.. WEBINAR ON THE BATTLE OF LONGEWALA
As part of Swarnim
nim Vijay Varsh, to
t commemorate fifty years off the 1971 Battle of
Longewala, the VIII std students of APS, Pune whole heartedly attended the
webinar organised by The School of Military Affairs and Logistics on ‘The Battle of
Longewala-Outnumbered
Outnumbered India Outmanoeuvres Enemy’ on 30th June 2021
2021.
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